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evident in the handling of the silver horn, as well as the 
folds of the Lama’s garments and the modeling of the face 
and hands, which recalls the forceful technique of Jose 
Ribera. In this painting again, the face of the old Lama 
with its penetrating gaze, is vividly alive. The warm 
spontaneity of the technical attack, the high bright colouring 
and the deftly decorative design are superbly admirable 
and combined, they make the canvas not only an excellent 
portrait but also a most handsome and powerful composition.

Already these portraits alone reflect a most remark
able range of method and taste in selection and, therefore, 
strike one as being both humanly and artistically impressive.

As another line of his activity and achievements, 
Svetoslav Roerich has always been deeply interested in 
the verbal traditions of ancient medicines and to this effect 
he has gathered a very important collection of ancient 
manuscripts and books, many of which dating back to the 
very first days of printing, are considered a great biblio
graphical rarity. During his present stay in India he has 
greatly augmented his valuable collection of unique data 
in regard to medicinal plant biology and has conducted 
research, investigating folk-lore medicinal remedies.

The artist is at present painting a portrait of Prof, de 
Roerich at the request of the Roerich Centre of Art and 
Culture, Allahabad for the Roerich Hall of the Municipal 
Museum, Allahabad.

To know Svetoslav Roerich and to admire his Art and 
multifaceted genius is a real unparalleled spiritual joy !

The Archive of

Nicholas
Roerich
Museum

Plagues
(DIARY LEAVES)

BY NICHOLAS ROERICH

IN the past year, in the United States of America 
alone, one hundred thousand persons perished 
from cancer. Add to this shocking figure all the 

other victims carried away by cancer in Europe and other 
countries and the total sum resulting is the loss of an entire 
war. The misery of cancerous illnesses differs externally 
from other epidemics. People are terrified by cancer. 
They build still another hospital. They announce in the 
newspaper about means of completely curing cancer, yet 
the number of victims not only does not diminish, but, I 
dare say, grows more menacing.

Cancer is not so tempestuous as black death or cholera, 
but it will continue to advance so long as actual prophylaxis 
are not taken and attentive and lengthy investigations not 
begun. By this we do not wish to affront those Self-sacri
ficing physicians, who are striving unceasingly to put an 
end to the deadly grip of cancer. There are well known 
examples of really amazing self-abnegation of medical men.

The matter lies not in physicians alone, but in people 
themselves, who for the sake of conventional habits do not 
destroy certain harmful features of their way of life. 
Already it has been repeatedly made known, that statistics 
everywhere have fixed upon meat-eating as one of the 
causes of cancerous illnesses. Precisely the general shock 
to the nervous system amid the unhealthy conditions in 
contemporary cities is likewise manifested as a contributing 
factor to this frightful disease.

Meanwhile, there are certain localities where cancer is 
generally unknown or appears only in imported cases. It 
is also known that higher altitudes are as it were manifested 
as a principle guarding against cancer. This would appear 
to mean that it is needful first of all to begin investigations 
in localities where cancer is generally absent and to
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ascertain precisely what local conditions are distinctive. It 
is also known that Tibetan Lamas have cured certain cases 
of cancer. In this treatment the cure, of which we have 
been witnesses, is produced by vegetable substances under 
conditions used in definite mountain localities. This cir
cumstance at once calls up the necessity of different 
researches into the remedies themselves and the special 
conditions of the prescribed locality. It may be the quality 
of mineral waters or of soil, or the nearness of glaciers 
abounding in meteoric dust—who knows what conditions 
may be influential besides the purified mountain air and sun.

It would seem that these indicated circumstances must 
impel those, who are either ill themselves or filled with 
philanthropic purposes, to assist these investigations. But 
the outcome of the matter is not altogether so simple. 
People are interested, but beyond inquiries and aimless 
wishes, the matter does not progress. Let us even admit 
that such researches would require considerable time. Let 
us admit that among them would occur partial disappoint
ments. Nevertheless, statistical data and the already 
observed possibility of cure of cancer, though only in 
certain forms, must be manifested as reason enough for the 
awakening of hearts to investigations of this kind.

The very shocking numbers of victims must compel 
people to reflect about increasing the means of research. 
The city laboratory method alone is not always successful 
in grasping the tortuous trail of the viper. If there be 
manifested even a hypothetical possibility of enriching 
methods of investigation, then surely this should be employ
ed without losing a day or an hour. In such a manner, by 
finding prophylactic conditions of rendering the very way 
of life healthful, it is possible on the other hand to point 
out those already existing natural conditions which are 
manifested as a preservative against the frightful disease.

Why lose any time, where a bold progressive work 
could be going on ? Why be abstractly terrified at the 
numbers of victims, while something somewhere  could be 
done upon paths of salvation ?

Such investigations are required immediately and not 
for cancer alone. There is impending still another new 
scourge bearing the name of Spanish influenza. Many 
physicians consider this form exceedingly close to a pul
monary plague. According to certain symptoms this is 
actually something entirely analogous. Each year there 
can be seen a wave of such attacks flowing into different 
countries. In any case, there is in this some new form of 
disease. If that which we call a cold has formerly existed 
in deadly forms, then too, on the contrary, that which has 
long been known as grippe has grown to the dangerous 
forms of Spanish influenza.

Just now we read about the fact that at present many 
people are gravely ill with a strange form of inflammation of 
the lungs, attributed to recent dust storms of unprecedented 
strength. Even animals breathe with similar symptoms. 
In China there has been passing a grave form of some 
similar illnesses. It is thought that from the valley of the 
Yangtse, whirl-winds are bearing some infectious dust 
with definite bacteria.

In one way or another we are again encountering an 
enhanced form of lung and throat disease. If then we take 
into consideration all the increasing cases of heart disease, 
of a strange increase in blood-pressure, of meningitis and 
the other nerve-heart forms, then again can be seen the 
plague rising up against humanity, which is not noticeable 
in the cinema and dancing parties, at horse-races and 
prize-fights.

“Orgies during the plague” in the words of the gifted 
poet always calls to mind those follies which so easily lead 
to irreparable consequences.

Since the great war, among all the peace conferences, 
the nations have expended sixty billions of dollars on 
armament. Right now mobilizations are rumbling again. 
The possibility of war impends in various parts of the world. 
It would be instructive to know how much in the same per
iod has been spent in the conflict with the monstrous 
plagues of humanity, such as cancer, heart diseases, forms 
of influenza and the other menaces. Let us not count in
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this figure the already existing hospitals and the other 
scientific and medical establishments. These attainments 
have already been accomplished. It would be significant 
to examine the amount of the figures spent in new re
searches and to compare them with those spent on 
armament.

ft is said that up to the fifth month children produce 
their own vitamins but that after the fourteenth month this 
quality is lost. Then a particular prophylaxis is required. 
Why then not think about this, even within those limits which 
are easily within the range of thinking of each man ? Indeed 
one should not be intimidated by the infectiousness of 
diseases. Of course it is now recognized that cancer is 
infectious as well as pulmonary diseases. It would be just 
as senseless to fill the consciousness with fearfulness and 
in that very way give access to any and ail infections. 
Original thought about prophylaxis must not be a sign of 
fear. This should be simply economy of life in order that 
it may be fulfilled in excellent and harmonious tension of 
energy. Where it is possible to foresee a diminution of 
sufferings, they must be foreseen, and it is needful to 
achieve this with all humane measures.

It is impossible to charge physicians with the entire 
task. All people must be co-workers in the matter of the 
broadly conceived Red Cross. Thus it is often the custom 
of those assembling for the famous cup of tea to bestir 
themselves with spoon and tongue, and then separate with
out any results. It is indispensable that each discourse 
bring in something effective. From these seeds, though 
they be small, is put together that which is greatest and 
most indeferrable.

The scourge does not rise up itself, the hand upraises 
it. It is needful that the hand should not raise up the 
scourge. It is needful that the course and successful pro
gress of peoples be in no need of scourges, when so much 
that is beautiful has been ordained.

Evolution and Planning
BY Dr. К. C. VARADACHARI M. A., Ph. D,

HE craving to surpass man, to attain to a state of 
life superior to the evils and failures of outrage
ous fortune, to live in the essential and the true

and thus radiate harmony and happiness all round mans 
sequestered life has been the aim of all serious thinkers 
through the ages. The picture of a biologically superior 
being, possessed with light and might, with an eye penetr
ating into the obscure abysses of man’s existence, with an 
ear and a heart revelling in harmony and beauty has been 
not absent from their dreams. But rarely has it been 
clearly visualised except in mythologies. Whilst most of 
us moderns rightly hold that mythology is not in any sense 
a credible tale, it nevertheless suggests in its deeper 
parables and imaginations a great and possible develop
ment and future to man. It is a possible next step, an 
inward aspiration perhaps of what is our unconscious being.

When F. Neitzsche first propounded the actual pos
sibility and wove over his Zarathustra a legend of a 
superman with his own intensely contradictory yet 
triumphant aspirations, he was but stating the possible 
biological use to which our will and our mind could be put. 
The central truth of evolution is its stress on the constant 
fact of adjustment between the environment and the vital 
inner urge or life. The vital inner urge reacts to its 
environment and in so doing devises mechanisms and 
organs to meet it effectively. Any organic development in 
biology has efficiency for its unconscious aim. The doctrine 
of survival of the fittest, the theory of heredity of acquired 
characters, and of reactive action, all state the basic fact of 
this reactive nature of growth and progress, or evolution.

Neitzsche’s suggestions were not extravagant when we 
consider the continuity and the gulf that exist between the 
human and the animal life: a gulf because of the artifici
ality of human existence as compared to the animal’s, and


